Experimental demonstration of data erasure for time-domain optical memories
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Data erasure is considered an essential requirement for a practical optical time-domain memory, and it requires that the laser used have very good frequency stability. Such a laser is developed for this work, and data erasure is demonstrated with a sample of YSiO$_3$:Eu$^{3+}$ for write/rewrite pulse sequences of up to a duration of 100 ms. This is two orders of magnitude longer than had been achieved previously. Phase-sensitive detection is introduced and is shown to be invaluable for monitoring the write, rewrite, and read processes. © 1999 Optical Society of America [S0740-3224(99)01305-3]


1. INTRODUCTION

Spectral hole-burning material has shown considerable promise for ultrahigh-storage-density optical memories, and with currently available rare-earth-doped crystals it would be possible to store $10^7$ bits of data at a single spatial location. In the simplest scheme, narrow spectral lines or holes are bleached from an inhomogeneously broadened absorption band, and the presence or the absence of absorption at a given frequency is used to store digital 1's and 0's. The writing and the reading of data require tuning a laser to specific frequencies and accessing bits one at a time. For rare-earth transitions where the linewidths can be $<1$ kHz, maintaining the maximum storage capacity would involve millisecond time for both the writing and the reading of an individual bit. Thus, although enormous storage densities are achievable, the slow speeds involved have negated the practicality of frequency-domain optical memories in rare-earth-ion-doped crystals.

Coherent time-domain data storage techniques as introduced by Mossberg can overcome the speed limitation. The storage again relies on the spectral hole-burning process, and the storage densities attainable are the same. However, in this case the data are stored by use of a series of rapid resonant light pulses. The short pulses excite ions over a range of frequencies, and pulses within the dephasing time of the optical transition interfere to give a spectral hole with a structure that is the Fourier transform of the applied data sequence. When the material containing the structured hole is excited by a single read pulse, stimulated echoes are generated, recreating the original pulse sequence. Therefore the pulse sequence is stored in the material by the hole-burning process. The significance of writing and reading with a series of pulses is that the information stored at a single spatial location can be accessed within the millisecond dephasing time of the optical transition. There is the potential for enormous storage densities with data accessible at very high speeds, and these capabilities make the coherent time-domain optical memories attractive for the next generation of optical memories.

An additional capability of the time-domain technique, which is essential if the memories are to have widespread usage, is the ability to modify the stored data. The additional process required for this is the ability to erase single data bits once stored. Erasure can be achieved, as pointed out by Akhemediev, by rewriting the original data with a phase shift of 180°. Since the phase of the echo is determined by the relative phase of the data pulse and the write pulse, echoes prepared once in phase and once out of phase will destructively interfere, canceling each other. Thus data bits can be selectively erased. The subject of the current paper is to demonstrate the significantly improved performance of erasure in comparison with earlier work.

Erasure has been demonstrated previously, but as the process requires good laser stability, the erasure has been achieved only on very restricted time scales. The first demonstration involved a pulsed-laser study of a Na optical transition on a time scale of 20 ns. The phase stability between the pulses is achieved by generation of all the pulses from a single laser pulse. The beam is split to give the various pulses and is recombined at the sample with the required delays. More recent studies have used cw lasers with rare-earth ions in crystals and have obtained good erasure in the microsecond time regime. The accessible time was restricted by the laser stability, and a full analysis was made of how the laser frequency jitter affected the erasure efficiency.

In this paper we show that it is possible both to stabi-
lize a tunable dye laser using standard methods and to obtain satisfactory modification of the stored data over the total time period accessible with present materials. The restrictions on the frequency and the phase stability of the laser are severe, and errors in the data will occur if the right conditions are not met. Therefore, it is imperative that the processes be monitored, and for this we introduce phase-sensitive detection so that any incorrect processing that is due to inadequate laser performance can be identified. The individual steps involved in writing and reading the optical memories are presented in detail. A procedure is designed to highlight the fundamentals of the processes involved and to show the value of a phase-sensitive detection scheme for the measurement of the stimulated echoes.

2. EXPERIMENT

Measurements were made with the $^5D_0 - ^7F_0$ transition of Eu$^{3+}$ in a 0.1%-doped crystal of Y$_2$SiO$_5$ crystal at liquid-helium temperatures. There are two rare-earth sites, and the laser was tuned to be resonant with the transition corresponding to site 1 at 579.9 nm.$^{2,3}$ The line has an inhomogeneous linewidth of 5 GHz and a homogeneous linewidth determined from the time-domain dephasing time measurements of 210 Hz.$^2$ The maximum storage capability is given by the ratio of these line-widths and equals $2.4 \times 10^7$. In the time domain this would be achieved with a data sequence of 60-ps pulses emitted over the duration of the dephasing time of 1.5 ms (2.6 ms with an applied magnetic field). The dephasing time of the material is the longest reported for a transition in a solid$^2$ and means long data sequences can be stored. In practice the dephasing may be shortened by an increased temperature, higher rare-earth concentrations, and light-induced spectral diffusion.$^{11}$ and here with a 5–10-mW beam focused to a 100-μm spot on the sample the dephasing time is reduced to $\sim 150–200 \mu$s.

The laser used for the experiments was a modified Coherent 699-21, as described in an earlier publication.$^{12}$ The laser was locked to an external reference cavity with a phase-modulation technique,$^{13}$ and the low-frequency error signals controlled the Coherent Brewster plate and the mirror mounted on a piezoelectric transducer. The higher-frequency error signals were applied to a Gsanger phase modulator mounted within the cavity. The peak-to-peak frequency fluctuations given by the error signal indicated that the laser and the reference cavities were locked to better than 100 Hz, and as a result of the excellent relative stability, the system characteristics relevant to the present experiments were those determined solely by the reference cavity. The reference cavity consisted of a 50-cm-long Fabry–Perot with mirrors mounted on a ceramic Zero-dur tube. Vibrational isolation provides good short-term ($<100$ Hz in 1 ms) stability, and temperature control restricted long-term shifts in frequency to less than 100 kHz. Within these limits the drift rate of the reference cavity is found to be of the order of 10 kHz/s, and it is this drift rate that placed a restriction on the demonstration of data erasure. If 90% data erasure is to be achieved for data bits at long delays of, say, 100 μs, the laser cannot be allowed to drift more than 1 kHz between the write and the modify pulse sequences. Similarly, if we wish to demonstrate detection with reasonable phase stability, the drift over the duration of the write/modify/read cycle has likewise to be less than 1 kHz. Therefore, the drift rate of the reference cavity restricts our experiments to be completed within 100 ms.

A schematic of the equipment is shown in Fig. 1. A beam splitter is used to reflect 5% of the light for use as a reference beam or local oscillator for the phase-sensitive detection. The more intense beam is gated by two acousto-optic modulators operating at 90 MHz and 80

Fig. 1. Schematic of experimental apparatus. The laser is shown on the left and is locked to a stabilized reference cavity. The beam is gated by two acousto-optic modulators (AOM 1 and AOM 2). The two modulators also shift the frequency by 10 MHz, the transmitted light is overlapped with a weak beam (~1%) direct from the laser, and the transmitted light or the echo can be detected as a heterodyne beat signal. This 10-MHz signal is detected with phase-sensitive detection by use of a dual double-balanced mixer. Two orthogonal phases are measured, and a reference pulse is used to determine 0° phase.
MHertz. The frequency of the beam reaching the sample is thus shifted by 10 MHz, and so when recombined with the unshifted local oscillator on the detector gives a heterodyne beat at 10 MHz, giving a detection scheme very similar to that used by Muramoto et al.14 To protect the photodiode, there is a further acousto-optic modulator providing attenuation for the duration of the preparation pulses. When this acousto-optic modulator is switched on, after the read pulse a transient can be seen in the experimental traces and marks the change in gain but otherwise has little significance. The stimulated echoes are detected as a 10-MHz beat, and this signal is combined in a dual double-balanced mixer with the 10-MHz frequency associated with the difference between the two acousto-optic modulator driving fields. Two orthogonal outputs of the mixer provide the phase-sensitive detection of the stimulated echo. These two orthogonal phases are measured and combined to determine the in-phase and the quadrature signals with the reference light pulses used to define the phases. The rf gating of the acousto-optic modulators for the read, write, and data pulses is controlled by a computer, and shifting the phase of the light is affected by phase changes in the driving rf. The computer is also used for data acquisition.

There are three stages involved with the optical memory: writing, modifying, and reading (Fig. 2). Each stage involves a time of the order of the dephasing time $T_2$, whereas they are separated by a time $\Delta$ between the writing and the modifying processes and $\sigma$ between the modify and the read processes, with both the latter separations being longer than $T_2$. The current restrictions imposed by the laser drift limit the total duration of the write/rewrite/read cycle to 100 ms, and thus $\Delta$ and $\sigma$ were varied within the range 200 $\mu$s to 30 ms. For the shorter times, part of the population storage is associated with the excited state, whereas for the longer time ($>T_1 = 1.9$ ms) the storage involves a redistribution of population in the ground-state hyperfine levels. The signals are detected in a single shot. Then after zero phase is determined, five shots are added to give the traces displayed in the figures. A good signal-to-noise ratio is obtained throughout with some variation from minor changes in alignment and laser intensity. The restriction owing to the hole-burning lifetime for YSiO$_3$:Eu$^{3+}$ is many hours$^3$ and many orders of magnitude longer than the times used in the present experiment.

Two pulse photon echoes are strongest when the pulse areas are of the order of $\pi/2$; in the present experiment this would involve a pulse duration of 10 $\mu$s. Here 3-$\mu$s pulses were preferred, to enable operation in the linear regime and avoid any saturation effects. Also with such pulse lengths there should be no complication in the echo shape or the oscillations in the decay from hyperfine effects, as the hyperfine separations$^8$ are all much larger than the Fourier width of the pulses. The signals, however, were sufficient to obtain a stimulated echo with delays up to 100 $\mu$s with a signal-to-noise ratio better than 10:1. A summary of the parameters used in data processing is given in Fig. 2. For each demonstration the laser is held fixed in frequency but is then shifted by 300 MHz for the following demonstration. This procedure ensured that each demonstration utilized a region of the absorption spectrum that had not been previously modified by spectral hole burning.

3. DATA STORAGE AND ERASURE

A single data bit can be stored by applying a write pulse followed after a delay by a single data pulse. This is illustrated. Bit (A) is stored by application of the pulse sequence shown in the top of Fig. 3(a). There is a reference
or a write pulse followed after a delay of \( \tau_A = 50 \, \mu s \) by a single data pulse. The data are read after a time \( \sigma \) (selected to be 200 \( \mu s \)) and is achieved by monitoring the stimulated-echo signal following a read pulse [Fig. 3(a)]. There is a clear echo at the corresponding delay \( \tau_A \), and the echo signal is in-phase with the read pulse. The minor responses in quadrature indicate acceptable laser stability and are discussed below. The procedure is repeated for a (B) bit where the only change is the delay after the write pulse is changed to \( \tau_B = 40 \, \mu s \). This is shown in Fig. 3(b), where a clear in-phase echo with a delay of \( \tau_B \) can be seen. These two data (A) and (B) bits are stored with the laser at two separate optical frequencies. If the data bit (B) is added to data bit (A), achieved with the laser at the same frequency, the full pulse sequence is as indicated at the top of Fig. 3(c). A write sequence to store (A) is followed by a delay \( \Delta \) that can be any length longer than the dephasing time (here, \( \Delta = 200 \, \mu s \)), and then the (B) write sequence is applied. In this way (B) is added to (A) at the same frequency and spatial location. The information stored is read with a single reference pulse as shown in the experimental trace in Fig. 3(c). \((A+B)\) is detected with both the echoes of in-phase with the read pulse.

With phase-sensitive techniques the data pulses can have a negative sign; this aspect is shown in Fig. 4, where we follow the same procedures as for Fig. 3 except that the sign of one of the pulses is reversed. This is achieved by changing the phase of the acousto-optic driving field between the reference pulse and the data B. The single data bits are stored but this time with alternate sign. The (A) pulse is positive but the (B) pulse is negative [Figs. 4(a) and 4(b)]. By applying both write sequences in series at the same frequency, we can also add the two data bits as shown in Fig. 4(c). The two echoes are detected, one positive and one negative.

The above illustrations are invaluable for understanding the procedure for erasing data bits, as it can be readily anticipated that, if two data bits with the same delay, one positive and one negative, were superimposed, they would cancel. This situation is demonstrated in Fig. 5. Initially (A) and (B) are stored at a fixed frequency and the same location by the two-step process as given in Fig. 3(c). Reading the data gives \((A+B)\) [Fig. 5(a)]. The third write sequence adds a \((-B)\) pulse to \((B+A)\). This erases (B). Erasure is confirmed by application of a read pulse, and a single (A) echo is obtained [Fig. 5(b)]. There is near-complete erasure, as there are only minor features remaining at a delay of 40 \( \mu s \).

When the data sequence contains more than one data bit there is a slight complication in that extra echoes are
The desired echoes arise from interference between the write pulse and the data pulses, but extra echoes are generated from the interference between the data pulses themselves. These are termed cross-talk echoes. It is appreciated that cross talk can be avoided by use of different propagation directions for the reference and the data pulses\(^\text{15}\), however, this necessitates precise overlap of the beams in the sample and can make phase-sensitive detection difficult to achieve. A simpler way to avoid confusion between data echoes and cross-talk echoes is to introduce a significant delay between the write pulse and all data pulses. Then the stimulated data echoes are similarly delayed, whereas the cross-talk echoes occur immediately after the read pulse. In this way some simple time restrictions can be used to identify the appropriate stimulated echoes. These characteristics are clearly illustrated in Fig. 6. Two data bits are stored in a single write sequence by application of a write pulse followed by a considerable delay by the two data pulses (A + B) with delays of \(\tau_A = 50 \mu s\) and \(\tau_B = 40 \mu s\) and separation 10 \(\mu s\). The stimulated echo generated gives the two echoes with delays corresponding to (A + B). In addition there is a corresponding cross-talk echo of 10 \(\mu s\) after the read pulse. These echoes occurring close to the read pulse are immediately recognized as cross-talk pulses and can be neglected.

The procedure for modifying the stored information is the same as before. For example, a data bit can be reinforced or erased by addition of a positive or a negative data pulse. In Fig. 6(b), (B) is added to the previously stored (A + B). It is seen that the (B) pulse is reinforced (increased in size). Alternatively, by introduction of a phase change in Fig. 6(c), (−B) is added, and this erases the previously stored (B) pulse. All the echoes are in phase with the read pulses, and there is very little signal in the quadrature phase or, in the case of an erased data, in either phase.

In a practical memory there will be a series of data bits following the reference pulse, and after a delay it should be possible to change the stored information. The requirements for the laser stability are more strict the longer the delays between the writing and reading processes are and the longer the pulse sequence is. In the above examples the delays between processing are quite short, \(\Delta = \sigma = 200 \mu s\). With the present laser this could be extended to many milliseconds without significant deterioration in performance. For example, Fig. 7 gives an illustration of erasing and reinforcing a data bit with de-

**Fig. 6.** Demonstration of enforcing, (A + B) + (B) = A + 2B, and data erasure, (A + B) + (−B) = A. (a) (A + B) is written in a single write sequence. The echo at 10 \(\mu s\) is the cross-talk echo between two data bits. (b) The effect of adding (B) to the above memory. The same echoes are obtained except B is increased in size. (c) Data erasure by adding a negative (−B) pulse to the memory as stored in (a).

**Fig. 7.** Demonstration of data erasure from a five-pulse data sequence with 10-ms processing delays, \(\Delta\) and \(\sigma\). The schematics indicate the pulse sequence used for writing and subsequently erasing data bit 1. This procedure is repeated for data bits 2–5, and the experimental traces show the resultant stimulated echoes where one bit is erased.
lays $\Delta = \sigma = 10$ ms. Five data bits are stored with delays between 50 and 100 $\mu$s, and it is shown that with delays of 10 ms any one of these data bits can be erased with only minor residual echoes. There is little information in the orthogonal phase, and for brevity this phase is not shown. The cross-talk echoes are significant, particularly with regularly spaced data pulses giving cross-talk features at the same delay. However, with data delays between 50 $\mu$s and 100 $\mu$s, all the cross-talk signals occur before the first data pulse and can be minimized by use of reduced gain. Somewhat longer delays could be used in the present demonstration without significant deterioration of performance, but when the total duration of the experiment was longer than 100 ms, erasure was no longer reliable. This would require some improvement in the reference cavity.

4. DISCUSSION
In the above experiments small signals are detected in quadrature, and there are also some residual signals after data erasure, particularly with the long delays. These signals arise from a change of the laser frequency, and the magnitude of the frequency changes can be estimated from the size of the weak signals. The quadrature signals vary rapidly with phase and provide a sensitive probe of the change of phase. For example, a $2\pi/20$ phase change gives a quadrature signal 0.1 $\times$ the in-phase signal, and the 50-$\mu$s delays correspond to frequency shifts of 1 kHz. The experiments shown indicate that the drifts are <1 kHz. The quadrature signals are larger for longer delays of the order of 100 ms and imply that there is a drift rate of the order of 10 kHz/s.

The drift rates of the system are solely attributed to the reference cavity, and with an improved reference cavity the characteristic of the complete system could also be improved. This is not unrealistic, as there have been reports of reference cavities with stabilities that are orders of magnitude better than that reported here$^{13,16}$ or indeed orders of magnitude better than required for hole-burning memories. An alternative approach is to use the echo signals themselves to determine the frequency drifts and to use this information to introduce the necessary correction or to generate the necessary signals.$^{10}$

In our experiment we have control over the amplitude, the frequency, and the relative phase of the light pulses reaching the sample, and therefore it is possible to use not only phase-shifted data pulses for data erasure but also amplitude- and phase-modulated reference pulses. Identical write, rewrite, and read reference pulses must always be used, but provided this is done (and it is readily achievable) the data pulses can be correctly recalled including any phase information. Such controlled reference pulses are of value when only modest laser power is available. The data pulses can be made short to gain bandwidth, whereas the reference can be longer with phase$^{17}$ or amplitude and can be phase$^{18}$ varied to retain the same bandwidth as the data pulses. The longer pulses give stronger data echoes, which are then distinguishable from the cross-talk echoes. Therefore, our present developments are fully consistent with the proposed use$^{17,18}$ of such amplitude- and phase-modulated reference pulses.

Complimentary to data erasure is data reinforcement, and significantly stronger echoes can be obtained by rewriting of the data multiple times.$^{19}$ Rewriting the data can also be invaluable in retaining the memory beyond the hole-burning lifetime. Averaging can also be used in data recall. With phase-sensitive detection the in-phase signal will improve, whereas the quadrature signal should average to zero such that a nonzero quadrature signal could then be used as a check of the reliability of the memory.

5. CONCLUSIONS
Reliable and repeatable data erasure has been demonstrated for data pulse sequences that have durations comparable to $T_1$ and approach the longest achievable with a solid-state material. This has been attained with the use of an ultrastable tunable ring dye laser developed with careful but conventional techniques. There is full control of the amplitude, the frequency, and the phase of the light, and signals are detected with phase-sensitive techniques. Combining these features has enabled us to demonstrate the fundamental process associated with time-domain optical memory. Data bits were written and recalled with predetermined phases and then erased, reinforced, or read out, showing full control over their optical storage. With some further improvement in the frequency stability of the reference, the work indicates the approach that should be taken for a fully flexible time-domain optical memory.
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